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EMPOLIS INDUSTRIAL ANALYTICS
Industrial Analytics for your data-driven business model

The networking of machines along the production chain provides exactly the data you need to optimize your offering. On the basis of our decades of experience, we advise you platform-independently, from the collection of machine data, through data analysis, to resource scheduling and problem solving methods in after-sales service processes.

Our interdisciplinary team of engineers, automation experts, data scientists and artificial intelligence specialists has in-depth experience and knowledge of machines, processes and business models.

We offer you a workshop and a feasibility study to explore together with your experts the possibilities of Data Analytics based on your data herauszufinden and concrete use cases.

We look into your data and provide you with information about readability, processability, necessary data structure and expected results. We deliver even initial suggestions for implementable use cases.

In the case of a further assignment of a Proof of Concepts (PoC) based on our Analytics Cloud, the costs of the workshop will be credited to you.
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Data Analytics Workshop & Feasibility Study

We understand your machines and processes!

Go the way to industry 4.0 – We accompany you!